Comparison of Microscopic Drivers\u27 Probabilistic Lane-changing Models With Real Traffic Microscopic Data by Seyyed Mohammad Sadat Hoseini
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Figure 1 - Relation between the proposed models
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Remain in the current lane







Figure 2 - Algorithm of drivers' behaviour in MTS1
Change lane to the right lane and adjust







Calculate maximum safe speed in the current lane
VMSS,current ID, t^ h = 1.5LID
10dcurrent ID, t^ h
Is desired speed lower than
the maximum safe speed?
VDSR ID^ h1 VMSS,current ID, t^ h
Calculate maximum safe speed in the left lane
VMSS, left ID, t^ h = 1.5LID
10dleft ID, t^ h
Is the maximum safe speed
in the current lane lower than the
maximum safe speed in the left lane?
VMSS,current ID, t^ h1 VMSS, left ID, t^ h
Is maximum safe speed
in the current lane lower than the
maximum safe speed in the right lane?
VMSS,current ID, t^ h1 VMSS,right ID, t^ h
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Figure 3 - Applied algorithm in MTS2A model
Adjust current speed to maximum safe speed in the chosen cell
with respect to vehicle acceleration or deceleration rate
Randomly choose a cell with respect to its decision factor
Generate a random number between 0 to1
Calculate decision factor for the subject vehicle in the feasible cells
Determine feasible cells at the next time step for the subject vehicle
Start
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Figure 5   Second site-
Figure 6 - Windows on a sample image of Tehran-Karaj freeway
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Figure 7 - Considered vehicle and other
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